Electrostatic effects in short superhelical DNA.
We present Monte Carlo simulations of the equilibrium configurations of short closed circular DNA that obeys a combined elastic, hard-sphere, and electrostatic energy potential. We employ a B-spline representation to model chain configuration and simulate the effects of salt on chain folding by varying the Debye screening parameter. We obtain global equilibrium configurations of closed circular DNA, with several imposed linking number differences, at two salt concentrations (specifically at the extremes of no added salt and the high salt regime), and for different chain lengths. Minimization of the composite elastic/long-range potential energy under the constraints of ring closure and fixed chain length is found to produce structures that are consistent with the configurations of short supercoiled DNA observed experimentally. The structures generated under the constraints of an electrostatic potential are less compact than those subjected only to an elastic term and a hard-sphere constraint. For a fixed linking number difference greater than a critical value, the interwound structures obtained under the condition of high salt are more compact than those obtained under the condition of no added salt. In the case of no added salt, the electrostatic energy plays a dominant role over the elastic energy in dictating the shape of the closed circular DNA. The DNA supercoil opens up with increasing chain length at low salt concentration. A branched three-leaf rose structure with a fixed linking number difference is higher in energy than the interwound form at both salt concentrations employed here.